
ELECTRICIANS MINI 
LOCKOUT KIT 

The kit every Electrician 
needs in their vehicle! ! 

IMAGE QTY CODE
/PRODUCT OVERVIEW 

3x

853205
BRADY SAFETY 
PLUS PADLOCK 

RED – KEYED
ALIKE

Ideal for tradespeople and maintenance workers who need to lockout multiple areas.
No need to wait for a set of customised padlocks, Brady offers three keyed alike safety 
padlocks in one pack. Padlocks come with unique keying numbers and the option to add 
additional padlocks on the same keying system. These are ideal for tradespeople and 
maintenance workers who need to lockout multiple areas. Packs come with “Danger 
Locked Out” labels and one key per padlock.
Dimensions Shackle : L38 x 6.4mm Dia.  Body: W38mm x H44mm x D20mm
INDIVIDUALLY SOLD IN PACKS OF 3

5x
65520

HEAVY DUTY 
LOCKOUT TAGS 

Constructed of heavy duty polyester, our durable tags offer completely encapsulated 
graphics that withstand moisture, grease, chemicals and extreme temperatures. Tags 
accept pencil, pen and marker (pen and marker can be completely erased using 
isopropyl alcohol, allowing for repeated use!). Dimensions: H140mm x W76mm
INDIVIDUALLY SOLD IN PACKS OF 25

1x

65396
SMALL ‘NO 

HOLE’ 
BREAKER 
LOCKOUT 

Clamp-on breaker lockouts are versatile and easy to install using the proprietary 
thumbwheel design - no screwdrivers needed! 

Lockout device will lock out most single pole circuit breakers. Enhanced to lock out most 
Federal Pacific breakers. Easy to install, provides secure locking protection. Accepts up to 
7mm shackle diameter lock. Fits wider and thicker switch tongues: 

Dimensions: Small (65396) fits switch tongues: 16mm wide by 11mm thick (277 volt 
device), 

Dimensions: Large (65397)fits switch tongues: 41mm wide by 14mm thick (480/600 volt 
device).

1x

65397
LARGE ‘NO 

HOLE’ 
BREAKER 
LOCKOUT 

1x

66321
UNIVERSAL 
MULTI-POLE 

BREAKER 
LOCKOUT

Universal Multi-Pole Breaker Lockouts are made of durable impact-modified nylon and 
are compatible with most two or three pole breakers with a tie-bar.

Multi-Pole lockout works with most major multi-pole breakers with tie-bar. Very 
convenient as no self-locking tie is needed. Applicability includes: GE, I-T-E, Sylvania, 
Challenger, Bryant, Westinghouse and General Switch Co
Dimensions: : H27mm x W32mm x D57mm

1x

65387
ORIGINAL 

SINGLE POLE 
CIRCUIT 

BREAKER

Snap-On Breaker Lockouts are quick and easy to install - just snap in place and apply 
lock. Designed for 120V breakers that have holes in the switch tongue.

This device locks out most major brand breaker switches (except Federal Pacific and 
most 277 volt breakers). Simple design snaps onto breaker switch and accepts up to 
7mm shackle diameter lock or nylon tie. Dimensions: H54mm x W30mm x D8mm

Continued…
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3x
65375/1
SAFETY 

LOCKOUT HASP 
25MM DIA JAW

Lockout hasps ensure the energy source stays locked out until every individual working 
on the repairs or inspection is finished. Each person involved puts a lock on the hasp, but 
the hasp cannot be removed until all locks have been removed. Allows up to six workers 
to lock out a single point. Vinyl-coated high tensile steel. Plated to resist rust. 
Dimensions: Accepts six padlocks up to 9mm shackle diameter

1x
65674

SMALL 3 PIN 
STANDARD 

PLUG LOCKOUT

Designed for heavy duty applications, Brady’s Plug Lockout safely lock out electrical 
plugs. Made of rugged polypropylene, The Plug Lockout is ideal for those situations 
where the plug is not under the exclusive control of the person doing the service or 
performing the maintenance. If the maintenance employee temporarily leaves the area, 
it prevents anyone else from putting the plug back into its outlet. Small Plug Lockout 
accepts up to a 12.7mm cord. 
Dimensions: H50mm x L89mm x 50mm Diameter

1x
65292

LOCKOUT 
POUCH

Durable and easily identified. Used to store existing devices and restock when required. 
Made of durable nylon Has loop on the back to attach to a belt

Dimensions: W190mm x H120mm x D90mm
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